
TFP Contract and Model Release Form 

This document constitutes a binding contract between                                               (hereafter 

“Model”), and                                              (hereafter “Photographer”), regulating the ownership and 

use of photographs and derivative works based thereupon (collective hereafter the “Photos”) taken 

by the Photographer of the Model on                                         for all lawful purposes, subject to the 

terms and conditions described below. 

Basis of Contract 

The basis of this contract is a non-commercial arrangement whereby the Model, in exchange for 

modelling time and gaining modelling experience, will receive a copy of those photos that the 

Photographer deem to be acceptible for public display. The Photographer agrees to supply the 

allocated amount of edited Photos (______) to the Model, within       weeks of the date 

on which this agreement is signed. All parties agree that there is to be no monetary remuneration to 

either party for the time involved. 

 

Shoot Type 

Both Parties agree to the shoot content consisting of           

and will not waver from this during the shoot under any circumstances unless both parties agree. 

If the above has changed during the course of the shoot both parties please sign below. 

 
_____________________________________ 
Model’s Signature 

 
_____________________________________ 
Photographer’s Signature 

 

 

Copyright & Licence to use 

Copyright, moral rights and all other intellectual property rights to the Photos are to be the property 

of both involved parties. The Photographer assigns to the Model, a unrestricted licence to use the 

images for their promotion either in print or digital form and vice versa. The Model/Photographer  

may not assign or sell this licence to a third party. Where an image is displayed on an internet site, 

full credit is to be given to the other party, with a link to their website, social media or web profile if 

possible. 

Alteration of Images 

The Model may not alter the final Photos produced from the session, apply filters, nor remove any 

watermark that is placed on them.  

Use of Photos 

All parties agree to use the Photos primarily for personal promotion only. This includes the entry of 

finished Photos into Photographic competitions either in print or digital form. 

Distribution on Internet 

Images taken at the session may be posted on the internet on sites designed for the promotion of 

either the Model, or Photographer as part of their portfolio. They may also be posted on forums that 

have the specific purpose of advancing photographic, makeup or modelling techniques. 



 

They MAY NOT be distributed to sites whose primary focus is adult entertainment, without the 

express written permission of the other party i.e Onlyfans, Patreon, etc  

If permission is given before the shoot, both parties please initial here    

In such a case, photographer/model waives the right to any money made by the other party in these 

instances. 

 

Sale of Photos 

In the event where a third party seeks to licence the use of a Photo, the Model, and Photographer 

must reasonably endeavour to contact each other. Under no circumstances should the Photos be 

sold, unless price and compensation is agreed under a signed contract. Any party that wishes to sell 

the Photos for commercial use must pay the other parties full compensation before distribution. 

If a reasonable attempt at contact is unsuccessful then half of the sales proceeds (less any costs 

incurred) must be held in trust for the period of one year from the date of the sale, and paid to the 

other parties upon request. 

Model Affirmations – Poses 

The Model hereby affirms that all poses, positions and situations enacted in the Photos covered in 

this release were entered into without force, coercion, or threat whatever, and were posed freely  

with the Model’s full consent. The Model further agrees to hold blameless and free of all accusations 

of such force or coercion the Photographer, their legal representatives, assigns, and those acting 

under their permission. 

Nude, Semi Nude or Lingerie Photo Shoots 

Provided that the Model is over 18, and in the event that the photographic shoot contains Nude, 

Semi Nude or Lingerie shots, the Model confirms for the benefit of the Photographer that she 

knowingly appeared either nude, semi nude or in lingerie, as part of their participation in the session 

to create the Photos, and that the Photos may contain images of their body in suggestive and 

possibly erotic poses. 

Model Over 18 

All parties hereby affirms that they are over 18 and are fully able to contract in their own name 

without breach of any prior agreement or applicable law, including, but not limited to, prior 

agreements with modelling or talent agencies. If a party is under 18 then this document has been 

signed by their parent or legal guardian. 

All parties affirm that they have read all of the terms of this contract prior to its execution and agree 

to the contents thereof. 

 

 



 

 
_____________________________________ 
Model’s Signature 

 
_____________________________________ 
Photographer’s Signature 

 
_____________________________________ 
email 

 
______________________________________ 
email 

 
_____________________________________ 
date 

 
_____________________________________ 
date 

 


